Team Descriptions
Horizon Team - Kevin Martin, Team Leader
Ensure that appropriate leadership is in place for the planning teams. Work closely with the Launch
Team to provide benchmarks and receive reports regarding progress being made. Communicate regular
information updates to the congregation. Ensure the work being done remains true to the capacity
report and to the vision of the congregation. Serve as a support/resource to the teams.

Launch Team - Brenda Rohl, Team Leader
Work with all teams to make sure all of the pieces are in place for a successful first Sunday (and beyond)
in our new space. Overall support and coordination of planning teams' responsibilities and tracking
teams' progress toward deadlines.

Property Search Team - Lyle Headington, Team Leader
Locate a property or building within our target area that matches the needs outlined in the capacity
report. Follow up on property suggestions from the congregation. Recommend suitable
property/properties to the Property Acquisition Team

Property Acquisition Team - Lyle Headington, Team Leader
Once an appropriate property/building has been located, this team will work to acquire the property at
the best possible terms. This will include working with Jim Michel (from Church Extension) to receive
professional advice on property viability, both physically and financially.

Program Team - Bob McKinney, Team Leader
Create/Design/Rework programs to align with the vision outlined in the capacity report and test ideas
around worship experiences, discipleship programs, outreach, Christian education, etc. to ensure
viability. The team will be broken down into smaller groups with a specific focus of programming:
Worship, Christian Education, Fellowship, Mission.

Design Team - Karen Dickerson, Team Leader
Using input from the planning teams and the congregation, determine future building needs and general
design ideas, hire an architect to design the new facility, and coordinate other design functions.

Identity Team - Kelli Fultz, Team Leader
Using input from the congregation and considering the vision set forth in the capacity report, propose a
new name for the congregation. Create the marketing strategy for our new community, along with a
timeline. Research the most effective communication tools to reach our new community and ensure we
are have with the necessary tools to effectively market ourselves.

Budgeting/Staffing Team - Chris Fultz, Team Leader
Based on reports from the planning teams, determine staffing needs to sustain the new programs.
Prepare projected operating budgets for the next three to five years based on these needs and
programs.
Prayer Team - John Kixmiller, Team Leader
Provide spiritual leadership by engaging the congregation in creative prayer and devotion opportunities
that lift up entire the relocation process and focus on our future ministries.

Faith Move Team - Jane Kixmiller, Team Leader
Take a full inventory of everything in the church that belongs to SCC and was not included in the
purchase agreement to Chin Christian Church. With input from the other teams, make
recommendations regarding what items should be moved to our new location. This may include items
that would be necessary at an interim location, but not in our final destination. May need to make
arrangements for temporary storage of some items. Make recommendations regarding disposal of
unwanted/unneeded items.

